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Private Chauffeured Tours  

1 Day Personal Scenic South Island Tour 

Christchurch > Fairlie town . Lake Tekapo > Lake Pukaki > Aoraki Mount Cook  

 
Be prepared for some of the most amazing scenery by road from open farm land, Mountain fresh water hydro lakes, fresh air 

cear skies (On a fine day) and New Zealands tallest moutain.  

The South Islands Southerm Alps mountain range has been discribed as better than the Swiss alps and a lot easier to get to. 

One day road trip with your personal guide/chauffeur.   

 

 

 

 

 

Tour map of visiting locations. 

Starting in Christchurch city at 08:00. 

 

First stop: Travelling from Christchurch city in your private vehicle we take 

you through the green farm pastures and small towns through small farm 

towns such as Geraldine township surrounded by berry farms. 

Let’s to stetch the lets. 

Its take 2.5 hours and we get to the next farming town of “Farlie” and the 

world famous Fairlie bakery for a quick stop.    

Population about 900 people 

Second stop: Lake Tekapo and the amazing turquois clear waters and the 

incredible mountain views of snow-capped mountains. Lake Tekapo is the 

second-largest of three roughly parallel lakes running north–south along the 

northern edge of the Mackenzie Basin. 

Famous for. 

• Church of the Good Shepherd. Visit 

• Sheepdog Memorial. Visit 

• Mt John University Observatory. Sorry not on this trip 

• Stargazing in the Dark Sky Reserve. (At night) 
 

Third stop: Reaching Lake Pukaki that gives us amazing views of Aoraki 

Mount Cook on a clear day. So peaceful just standing there with fresh air 

clear skies amazing hydro lake and snow-capped mountains around you.  

Maybe try the salmon farm shop, its so fresh and tastes incredible. 

45 minutes from Lake Tekapo 
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If you plan your journey you could stay at Aorkai Mount Cook the night with a number of accomodation location available in 

the village. There will be additional charges from us if the driver has to stay.  

Some information about Aoraki Mount Cook village. The Hermitage Hotel is the largest structure in the village that is 

designed a large Swiss Mountain chalet. There are 2 main accommodation structures and a motel and lodge. There are no 

supermarkets or local shops, but you can purchase fuel for a vehicle (But very expensive).   

  What we provide: 

✓ Personal chauffeur private driver        

✓ Personal service to meet your requirements. 

✓ Comfortable European vehicles. 

✓ Vehicle/fuel/ vehicle insurance/driver-guide.  

✓ NZ government tax of 15% 

✓ Vehicle hire and insurance cost. 

What you must provide: 
✓ Accommodation: (If required) As everyone has their own accommodations and meals requirements, we provide the town we are staying in, 

and you choose your own accommodation and restaurants, or we can assist you with this. Try Booking.com or Trivago for suggestions but 

please check with us to confirm you are staying in a proximity to our location:  

✓ Meals: 

✓ Personal travel insurance: 

✓ All other personal belonging: 

✓ Activities not included in our pricing. 

 

Our tours are charged as per vehicle size as listed below and luggage capacity indicated. Not per passenger. 

Helicopter line scenic flights and or snow landings. 

Fourth stop: Aoraki Mount Cook is the highest mountain in New Zealand 

and has snow on it all year round at 3724 meters. Let’s book you in for a 

once in a lifetime helicopter ride landing on the Tasman Glacier and so 

close to Mount Cook. 

We have about 2 hours at Aoraki Mount Cook national park so time is 

limited, lets try a quick lunch or go for a glacier Helicopter scenic ride for 

40 minutes only $490 PP. 

Try lunch at Chamois Bar & Grill 

 We will be leaving Aoraki Mount Cook heading for Christchurch by 3pm.  

 Activities & lunch are not included in our price. 
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